PERSISTING TO EXCELLENCE

Dear Sirs ,
Eton’s is an Italian company operating on the global market supplying Italian & Foreign Marbles and
luxury Granites.
We are specialized in the sourcing of high quality Italian and foreign Natural Stones, supporting
our worldwide customers.
The service we provide consists in:
•

Selection, inspection and preparation of Italian Marble, tiles, slabs and blocks lots, we
source through a high-qualified and consolidated Marble quarries network.

•

Procurement and Research of the most suitable Italian stones for any specific project.

•

Assistance and Guidance from the quarry, through processing, up to Door to Door worldwide
delivery.

With Eton’s you can find an experienced and supportive partner, you can trust, for all your requests
of Italian and European Natural Stones.
Luca Verde
CEO

ABOUT US:
The Spirit of our Group is forged on the "Excellence of the Italian Elegant Marble”
We regularly supply a wide range of International Markets such as:
India, Asia, Middle East, Northern Africa, North and South America, Australia, South Africa,
Russia and United Kingdom, through a consolidated network of Global Partners.

OUR MAIN ACTIVITIES:
We carefully select our Natural Stones at the most qualified quarries all around Italy supplying the
Excellence of Italian Marble.
We can also support you in the sourcing and preparation of exclusive Marble, as well as a wide range
of Limestone.
We organize and prepare custom made inspections for worldwide buyers requiring Marble and
Limestone for the wholesale market, or specific projects.

PROJECTS & PROCESSINGS:
After an extended presence in the marble business, today we are a supportive and reliable partner for
the realization of the most unique projects.
Our passion and curiosity push us towards innovation and testing of new materials, finishing and
applications.
We are a benchmark for professionals such as architects, builders, wholesalers and
transformers as we are able to supply the necessary support for the implementation of
private and industrial projects.

OUR MISSION:
We strive to find the ideal solution meeting Architects’ inputs, Builders’ timing and budget, Marble
Processers’, and Dealers’ demands involving all Italian and European Marbles. This attitude has allowed
us to develop a consolidated presence in many foreign markets.
We can also assist our customers for any logistic matter ensuring with the most competitive costing, the
most reliable service, experienced over the years.
Establish a trustworthy and transparent relation for a long term cooperation.
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